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Abstract: Celebrities—persons who attract large audiences and are well known in the realm of popular culture (sports, entertainment, and fashion)—are increasingly vocal about sex trafficking. Although they often lack knowledge about or experience with the issue, they commonly testify before Congress, serve as Goodwill Ambassadors for the UN, and act in public service announcements (PSA), to name just some examples. As a result, celebrities arguably play a role in shaping related policy developments, namely by fostering particular discourses about the issue.

To explore celebrities’ engagement with sex trafficking, my paper considers a very prominent case: Demi Moore’s and Ashton Kutcher’s “Real Men Don’t Buy Girls” video campaign, and their subsequent partnership with the U.S. Department of Homeland Security to create a human trafficking PSA. The former was meant to deter men from soliciting sex, while the latter was meant to educate the US public about sexual and labor slavery more broadly. Supporters of these efforts claimed that they represent an innovative and effective way to promote gender equality by educating the public to “end demand” for prostitution and sex trafficking.

This paper takes a more critical view of these celebrity-government efforts. Using interpretive methods, and drawing from a growing body of research about celebrities in politics, my goal is to analyze Kutcher’s and Moore’s case to understand whether their discourse promotes or inhibits gender-equal understandings of prostitution, sex trafficking, and related policy responses. I argue that instead of emphasizing the complexity of sex trafficking, their efforts promote a unitary narrative about the issue that reifies stereotypical notions of gender, agency, and (in)equality. The remainder of this paper discusses the broader lessons we may learn from this case about celebrities, prostitution policy discourse, and social change.
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